
Chewton Meadows, Naish Estate,
Barton On Sea, Hampshire, BH25 7RD

Price....£84,950

42' x 14' HOLIDAY LODGE NEAR THE BEACH!
This modern two bedroom holiday home can be enjoyed for 11 months out of 12. Also ok to

use weekends in month 12 but can't be a full time residence and can't stay more than 2
months consecutively. Approx 19 years left on licence. New in 2020. Great letting/income

potential!



• Ensuite
• Dressing Room
• Large Sun Deck
• Two Parking Spaces

• Two Bedrooms
• Kitchen
• Living Room
• Bathroom

ACCOMMODATION: There is a splendid, spacious open plan living area with triple aspect lounge
at the front with patio doors opening onto the super large sun deck and this area also has a feature
fireplace. The kitchen is well appointed with integrated appliances comprising washing machine,
microwave, fridge/freezer, double oven, hob, hood and dishwasher, as well as space for a table. This
leads into the inner hall, off which there are both of the bedrooms which have fitted wardrobes and
bedroom one also has a separate dressing room and an ensuite bathroom. There is a shower room/
second WC opposite the second bedroom.
OUTSIDE: There is parking for two cars adjacent and there is a extra large sun deck off this lovely
unit.
PITCH FEE: £6500 approx
CLUB FACILITIES: There is a leisure complex with swimming pools inside and outside as well as
toddler splash pool, fitness suite, sauna and steam room. The main club complex offers entertainment
in the venue both day and evening shows, an arcade, soft play, Cafe H, 1912 Brasserie, and a sports
bar. The outside facilities have been refurbished and include a brand new crazy golf course, play area
and a multi sports court.
DIRECTIONS: From our office bear left into Old Milton Road, proceed to the very end at the
junction with Lymington Road turn right, continue for just under a mile before turning left into Field
Place which is a turning after the prominent brick wall and, adjoining a bus stop and before the main
entrance to Naish.
IMPORTANT: There may be omissions in these sales particulars and they do not constitute part of a
contract. Floor plans are for representational purposes only and may not be to scale. All
measurements including floor area (which may or may not include garage and/or conservatory) are
approximate and should not be relied upon. We make no assertion that the property is in good
condition or otherwise, nor that any services, appliances or systems are in good working order. Items
depicted in photos may not be included. Potential viewers and purchasers should investigate and/or
verify all relevant points and if appropriate, commission experts to report before proceeding.


